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Reagan aide says Roe may be reversed

By CHRIS JULKA
Copy Editor

The 1973 Supreme Court Roe v. Wade decision, which legalized abortion on demand, could be reversed within two years, Special Assistant to President Reagan for Public Liaison Carl Anderson said in a lecture Thursday. "The appointment of Scalia and Rehnquist, the Supreme Court is now split between four justices who favor the reversal of the Roe v. Wade decision and four who still support it, with Justice Powell being a swing vote. Within the next two years Roe could be gone."

Anderson said the Democrat-controlled Senate, which must approve all presidential appointees to the Supreme Court, does not pose an insurmountable hurdle. "We look to the Senate for respected thinkers or lawyers who might serve as candidates if we ever get to do it in a very close vote."

This, said Anderson, is because the Senate, unlike the House, is a fairly close-knit group, "like a club."
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Weather

Yesterday. Do you remember yesterday? It seems so far away. It was cold and grey. But hey, today’s O.K. Partly sunny and high in the low 40’s. Funny how our days seem to drift with little or no continuity, no rhyme or reason. To morrow? Highs in the mid-50’s and 20 per cent chance for showers. - Associated Press

In Brief

A care package sent to a student of Paris Junior College in Texas contained a brown powder which tested positive for hashish, according to County officials. Eventually, the officials learned the substance was only instant spiced tea. - The Observer

Marriage and school mix well at Brigham Young University, where 36 percent of the student body is married. A BYU instructor said students who marry while still in college do better in their studies because they take school more seriously. - The Observer

A nude calendar featuring University of Illinois women is stirring controversy in the community. An Urbana minister is seeking to ban “The Co-ed Calendar,” which depicts women from several Illinois universities. - The Observer

Of Interest

Nicaragua’s vice president, Dr. Sergio Ramirez-Mercado, will speak on “Church and State in Nicaragua” today from 3 to 5 p.m. in the Snite Museum’s Annenberg Auditorium. After the lecture, a panel discussion will include Dr. Scott Mainwaring, a Kellogg Institute fellow, and Father Robert Petlon, director of the Institute for Pastoral and Social Ministry. A question and answer period also will follow the event. Seating will begin at 2:45 p.m. Everyone is welcome to attend. - The Observer

The Notre Dame Folk Choir will hold its first reunion this weekend. Activities will culminate in the celebration of the 12:15 p.m. Sunday mass at Sacred Heart Church. Current and alumni members of the choir will combine to provide music for the liturgy. The choir is now directed by Steve Warner. - The Observer

A free bike storage service will be provided by Notre Dame Security on Monday and Tuesday from 12 to 4 p.m. at Gate 14 of the stadium. - The Observer
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SOPHOMORES!

A TWO-YEAR SCHOLARSHIP ($16,000), OR $2,000 EXPENSE MONEY MAY BE EARNED BY APPLYING FOR SHOTC DURING YOUR SOPHOMORE YEAR! FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL LT. MACHETZ AT 239-7274.
More than 100,000 join Left in Philippine political display

Associated Press

MANILA, Philippines: More than 100,000 people joined the funeral procession of slain labor leader Rolando Olalia on Thursday in the biggest display by the political left since a communist rebellion began 17 years ago.

At a stop about 500 yards from President Corazon Aquino's office in Malacanang Palace, speakers urged her to use the left in confronting rightist challenges from Defense Minister Juan Ponce Enrile or loyalists of former President Ferdinand Marcos, who fled the country last February.

Enrile, who also was defense minister under Marcos, has been outspoken in criticizing government policy. Rumors of coup plots by his supporters in the army have filled the city.

About 50,000 people followed a truck carrying the caskets of Olalia, 52, and his driver, Leonor Alay-ay, in a day-long procession that was largely peaceful. It wound for 12 miles from suburbs to the downtown district.

An equal number lined the route, many chanting "Revolution! Revolution!" "Long Live the Communist Party of the Philippines!" and slogans denouncing Enrile's ouster.

Riot police were deployed in the city but kept away from the procession.

Many people wore T-shirts bearing the hammer and sickle symbol of the outlawed Communist Party of the Philippines. Party pamphlets accusing Enrile of Olalia's murder circulated in the crowds.

Congress sets hearings on arms sales to Iran

Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Congressional leaders on Thursday brushed aside President Reagan's defense of his secret sale of arms to Iran, branding it a "mistake" that may very well have violated the law.

As two congressional committees prepared for closed door sessions with CIA director William Casey, Republicans and Democrats used nearly identical terms to criticize the president's actions.

Reagan met with the House Democratic and GOP leaders at the White House but had nothing further to say publicly, following a Wednesday night news conference in which he defended the sales as a "high-risk gamble" that at least gained the release of three American hostages.

Reagan's former national security adviser Robert McFarlane, who delivered a plane load of weapons to Iran, issued a statement taking responsibility for "a serious error in judgment!" in not realizing that the sale would have a damaging effect on the national interest.

"The bottom line is that we should not even have a perception of trading arms for hostages," said Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole, R-Kan. Dole said the policy was a "mistake" - echoing Sen. Sam Nunn, D-Ga., who declared Reagan "made a mistake and he ought to say so and get this behind him."

Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass., was defensive in his criticism. "It's the end of the Reagan era," he said. "If there was any doubt that it ended with the election, it ended last night."

After meeting with Reagan, House Majority Leader Jim Wright, D-Texas, told reporters that the administration had not complied with several laws requiring that Congress be notified in a "timely" way of major transfers of arms.

"I think the law is unequivocal," said Wright, who is in line to become House speaker when the new Congress convenes in January. "The law commands a timely report to Congress."" asked whether the president had been well-advised by Attorney General Edwin Meese to delay informing Congress, Wright said, "If the attorney general says to the president that he doesn't have to follow the law, that would have been very bad advice indeed."

But House Minority Leader Bob Michel, R-Ill., who also attended the White House meeting, said there was a "gray area" involving requirements that Congress be notified.

In separate closed-door sessions Friday morning, the House and Senate Intelligence Committees will question Casey, who reportedly opposed the arms sale although he favored an attempt to open talks with Iranian moderates.

Next week, the House Armed Services Committee will meet in public session to hear from Adm. William P. Driscoll, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, who reportedly was kept in the dark about the shipment of what Reagan said were defensive arms for use by Iran in the six-year-old war between Iran and neighboring Iraq.

Legislators will be investigating whether Reagan complied with several laws which could be applicable to the U.S.-Iran negotiations and the shipment of what Reagan says were defensive weapons.

In Jerusalem, meanwhile, Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir fended off a barrage of questions about reports that Israel had served as a conduit for U.S. arms shipments to Iran.
Roe
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fore, despite all its partisan divisions, the senate is likely to approve one of its own members, according to Anderson. Anderson said the reversal of the 1973 Supreme Court deci-

dion, which struck down a Texas statute protecting human life from the instant of conception, would return the abortion issue to state legis-

lature.

The Anderson said, would recognize "the wisdom of Ju-

stice Holmes when he reminded us that the state legislatures are the ultimate guardians of the liberties and welfare of the people in quite as great degree as the courts."

Anderson also quoted Judge Noonan's book A Private Choice: "The liberty estab-

lished by the abortion cases has no foundation in the Constitu-

tion of the United States ... its establishment was illegitimate and unprincipled, the imposition of the personal beliefs of seven justices on the women and men of fifty states. The destruction of the liberty is a continuing affront to con-

titutional government in this country." Anderson added that the con-

servus in the Supreme Court in 1973 was "a complete reversal" of the decade before it, the 1960s, which corresponded to the "reality in the country."

In support of this view, An-

derson cited referendums and attempts to change the law in the states, prior to Roe v. Wade which ushered in periods of relaxed abortion statutes by margins sometimes as high as two to one.

The reversal of Roe v. Wade also would reaffirm the Four-

teenth Amendment, said An-

derson. "The drafters of the Four-

teenth Amendment used both the terms 'person' and 'citizen.' It is only the latter term which is clearly condi-
tioned on birth in order to au-

tomatically claim the privileges and immunities of American citizenship. By use of the broader term 'person,' the drafters intended to offer a broad protection, including the protection of life, to those indi-

viduals who did not meet the requirement of citizenship."

Anderson cited the Federal Constitutional Court of West Germany as an example of a court taking an expansive view of the right-to-life provision in its Constitution. According to this court, said Anderson, "since 'the protection of human life, one of the central values of the legal order,' was in-

volved in the question of abor-
tion, there were 'limits' to 'legislative freedom of decision."

Just as the Fourteenth Amendment came in response to slavery in America, so the West German court acknow-

ledged that its right-to-life Con-

stitutional provision is "a re-

spection to the ... final solution and to liquidations which were carried out by the National Socialist Regime," said An-
derson. In the same way, he said, "I would suggest that in its response to our national ex-

perience of Roe v. Wade and the principles that did today 15 mil-

lion abortions, the Supreme Court - perhaps only gradually will also move to adopt an ex-

pansive protection of life for human beings after birth."

Anderson said, however, "the Supreme Court will not be able to step back to the pre-Roe status quo."

The lecture, which was held in the Law Building, was spon-

sored by the Thomas J. White Center on Law and Govern-

ment.

I could've had a V-S

John Jordan (left) and Rob Wiese ponder their refrigerator and its contents, or lack thereof.
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Entrepreneur Society awards five

Finalists in annual Society business plan contest

by BUD LUEPKE

Copy Editor

Brian Olson won $3,000 with his first-place nomina-

tion in the business plan con-
test sponsored by the Notre Dame Entrepreneur Society. Olson, whose plan was for a computer consulting firm, said he "would like to follow it (his plan) through." Of his prize money, Olson said, "I obviously feel great."

Bob Bleczinski, who pro-

posed a retail travel agency, took second place and $2,000. Third place and $1,000 went to Katherine Raymond.

Sixteen plans were sub-

mitted in the contest from which five finalists were se-

lected. The three winners were announced last night at a banquet held for the finalists.

Campus
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implies that the student has en-

gaged in premarital intercourse or has broken any other University Rule or Regula-

tion," the proposal states.

"Drugs and sex violations are morally incorrect actions. An overnight violation by itself, does not involve a moral issue," Holst said.

Associate Vice President for Residence Life John Goldrick, said the proposals do not con-

stitute a change in present policy. Situations in which an overnight parietals violation is the only factor determining a student's punishment never oc-

cur.

"Even though this might be the current policy, stu-

dents on campus don't perceive it as current policy. With this proposal people will have nothing clear of what parie-

tals is," said Maria Citron, judicial council coordinator.

"I think it will be a positive set of communications to tell it this way because I think there is tremendous confusion about the principles. Even if it was no change... it would be a value," said Father Gerald Larson, Grace Hall rector.

The defeated proposal at-

tempts to move parietals back to 10 a.m. every day. Visitation hours are currently set in DuLab at 11 a.m. and 10 a.m. on home football Saturdays.

Holst said this proposal would allow students more time to study and socialize in the morning. "Most students are up by 10 a.m.," he said.
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Beer Blast

Friday, Nov. 21
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at
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$4.00 All You Can Drink
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Overseas Commercial Research Associates

354 St. Francis St.

Mobile, Alabama 36602

O.C.R.A.

INTERNATIONAL EXPERTISE NEEDED

We are seeking consultants for firms operating in a variety of foreign countries. All initial employment is on a part-time, consultant basis. If the abilities and desires of the individual match the long term needs of our clients firms, permanent, full-time employment is possible.

QUALIFICATIONS: Individuals with technical expertise -- evidenced by an advanced degree(s)-- who have fluency in a foreign language, and are also thoroughly familiar with the customs and culture of a foreign country.

O.C.R.A. is an executive search firm specializing in filling both tactical and strategic needs of international firms. For a confidential assessment of your qualifications vis-a-vis our needs, please send resume, including current address and phone number to:
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Soviets pass new law to permit self-employment

Associated Press

MOSCOW - The Supreme Soviet on Wednesday approved a law allowing citizens to moonlight as self-employed taxi drivers, restauranteurs and repairmen to earn extra cash in the socialist economy.

The new law follows up on Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev's effort to bolster consumer services plagued by shortages of both goods and manpower.

It will legitimize some services already in high demand on the illegal market, which previously drew such consumer services as car repair.

The law, which takes effect May 1, is the first to loosen prohibitions against free enterprise since 1917, when Lenin introduced the New Economic Policy to cope with the economic chaos following the civil war. Most of those programs were phased out by the 1930s.

The new law has yet to be published, but its provisions were outlined at the closing session of the fall Supreme Soviet meeting by Ivan Gladky, head of the State Committee on Labor and Social Issues.

Any Soviet citizen 18 years or older will be allowed to propose individual enterprises to make up local shortages, and local officials would decide whether there was a need for the goods or services, Gladky said.

He denied the measure would create a private enterprise system.

"This does not mean we are reverting to private enterprise activities and the allegations of certain bourgeois leaders on that score are groundless," Gladky said.

Asked in an interview whether a 30-year-old man with a factory job will have the right to quit and open a family run cafe, Gladky said that he would, but that was not the intent of the law.

The measure is primarily aimed at tapping the talents of people not now in the workforce, including housewives, pensioners, invalids and students.

"The most important aspect of the legislation is for service to society, but development must not lead to an outflow of work potential from other sources," Gladky said.

He said the Soviet Union was drawing on the "important experience of Hungary, East Germany and Czechoslovakia" in allowing some private ventures, such as restaurants and repair shops.

Gladky claimed the new law will provide two important benefits to Soviet society, allowing part-time independent employment for people who do not want a full-time job and providing extra income for the state from taxes levied on private income.

Dorm Corpse

Dave Twoley, in an effort to define couch potato, decides he better get some rest before he ritual.
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existing law allows individuals to earn small amounts of money on the side making such items as ashtrays and furnishings, and raising crops on small plots of land.

About 30 areas are listed in the observer as examples of self-employment, but proposals will not be limited to those areas, he said.
Ward recount may be completed

Associated Press

INDIANAPOLIS - Recounts in the 3rd District congressional race and three Indiana House elections could be completed by mid-December, the head of the State Board of Accounts said Thursday.

James Gatting, the state's chief examiner, said the State Recount Commission his agency would put 50 to 60 staff members to work on the recounts.

"I anticipate if we began all the races at the same time, we'd be talking 50 to 60 staff members to get the counting done within a two-week period," said Gatting.

The recounts could begin no earlier than Dec. 4, according to commission members.

Opponents of candidates have until Nov. 29 to reply to recount requests. The commission then would wait five days before starting the recounts.

Under the state's new recount law, the three-member bipartisan commission supervises the recount while the board of accounts performs the actual ballot counting.

Democrat Thomas Ward has requested a recount of his 3rd District race against Republican incumbent John Hiler. Certified vote totals show Hiler with a 46-vote advantage.

In other action Thursday, the commission approved a plan to allow representatives of the Ward and Hiler campaigns, accompanied by state police, to inspect and copy tally sheets, poll lists, absentee ballot records and other election documents that the commission has ordered impounded in the northern Indiana district.

Blood pressure rises when income drops, study says

Associated Press

DALLAS - When doctors' average annual income declines, their blood pressure goes up and stays high for as long as five years, according to a new study that shows it's not just poor people whose health is affected by economic status.

The finding, in a professional group with an average annual income of $108,000 in 1984, parallels findings previously made in blue-collar workers, said Robert Swank, an economist from Johns Hopkins Medical School in Baltimore.

He presented his findings Thursday at the annual meeting of the American Heart Association.

"There are not many decreases in income among physicians, so their hypertension is fairly low," Swank said in an interview Wednesday.

But the national average of doctors' incomes did decline in six separate years since World War II, he said.

For each 1 percent drop in income, the number of doctors with elevated blood pressure rose 2.5 percent the next year. "The association is strong," Swank said.

He counted only those cases of high blood pressure serious enough to require medication.

Swank studied 1,130 white males who graduated from Johns Hopkins Medical School between 1948 and 1964, and compared their incidence of blood pressure with national figures on doctors' incomes.

The incidence of high blood pressure, or hypertension, went up in each of the six years that doctors' income declined, and it remained higher than normal for five years after the decline, Swank said.

He noted that some doctors developed higher blood pressure in difficult times even though their own incomes might not have declined.

Doctors are sensitive to the economic outlook for their profession, and they react with stress and high blood pressure whether or not they are personally affected, Swank said.

He said the incidence of high blood pressure was an indicator of other heart disease.

"High blood pressure can also lead to other life-threatening cardiovascular diseases," he said. "Therefore the results suggest even more serious effects of economic stress on health."

Previous studies have found that the overall population and blue collar workers, in particular, suffer from poorer health during difficult economic times, Swank said.

"Some people believe that it's only poor people whose economic status affects their health," Swank said.

He has now shown that the same is true in an affluent group that has virtually no unemployment and presumably still has adequate access to medical care even when its income declines.

UN votes to condemn US raids on Libya

Associated Press

UNITED NATIONS - The General Assembly voted 79-28 Thursday to condemn last April's U.S. bombing raids on Libya as a violation of international law.

There were 33 abstentions on the resolution, which was sponsored by 27 countries, mostly Arab and Soviet Bloc states.

In addition to condemning the April 15 U.S. bombing raids on Tripoli and Benghazi, the resolution called on the United States "to refrain from the use or threat of use of force" against Libya.

It also said Libya has the right to "appropriate compensation for the material and human losses inflicted."

Libyan Ambassador Ali Abdeslam Treiki welcomed the vote, saying, "This gives us hope and raises our confidence of the United Nations." He attributed opposition to resolution to the "might of the dollar."

Adoption of the resolution, the envoy told delegates, "affirms the falseness of all the charges" made by the United States, which accused Libya of involvement in international terrorism.

Treiki reiterated that Libya opposes terrorism.

During the General Assembly's two days of debate on the resolution, the Libyan ambassador accused the United States of "blatantly hostile acts" against Libya since his country closed U.S. bases and took control of its oil resources after the 1969 revolution which brought Col. Muammar Gadhafi to power.

Saddle up again, pilgrim

Space Shuttle orbiter Atlantis sits on launch-pad waiting to be rolled back to the Vehicle Assembly Building. The orbiter and the crew went through two days of Terminal Countdown Demonstration Test with a successful rating.

AIESEC continued from page 1

Roger Parent, emphasizing the importance of the international dimension in today's business world. He also underscored the necessity of promoting international peace and understanding. Parent expressed a desire to see a foreign AIESEC trainee work with the City government in the Economic Development division in the near future.

The mayor concluded his speech with a presentation of honorary citizenship certificates to international AIESEC members by 27 countries, mostly Arab and Soviet Bloc states.
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Moving by degrees
A painted thermometer shows the progress the United Way is making in its present fund drive.

Khomeini denounces Iranian officials for softening toward United States

Associated Press
Nicosia, Cyprus - Iran's revolutionary leader Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini on Thursday ruled out reconciliation with Washington and said any Iranians who seek to improve relations are "Satan-oriented."

"I never expected such things from these people," Khomeini, 86, said in a speech at his residence in north Tehran. His remarks were broadcast on Tehran radio and monitored in Nicosia.

"This is a time when they should be screaming at America. (But) they are shouting at themselves," Khomeini said in his first public comment on contacts between Washington and Tehran. He also urged unity within Iran's revolutionary leadership, in which Western observers recently have reported deep divisions.

Without mentioning names, Khomeini criticized Iranian leaders who publicly have demonstrated flexibility toward the United States in recent weeks. He accused them of falling prey to propaganda from the U.S. airlines and almost all of them are owned by Delta, Eastern Airlines and Trans World Airlines. At least 30 of the planes would likely fall under the inspection provision, officials said.

Farrar and airline industry representatives said the inspections are likely to have little impact on airline flights. Spokesmen for Delta and Eastern have said that the required inspections have been completed or are underway. A TWA spokesman said its inspections would begin Thursday or early Friday.

The NTSA, meanwhile, was to conduct metallurgical tests on the wing support of the Delta plane in hopes of determining what caused the crack, according to safety board sources, who spoke on the condition they not be identified by name.

The Delta jet, Flight 194, was landing at the Newark International Airport on Aug. 13 when the airport tower informed the crew that smoke was coming from the right wing landing gear area. All of the crew and passengers left the plane safely.

But upon inspection, the crew found the smoke actually was fuel vapor and that fuel was leaking from the right wing tank, according to the safety board. NTSA investigators later found the crack in the rear support beam near the fuel tank inlet valve as well as a "substantial damage" to the wing and fuel tank.

Finally, the crew filed a "hard landing" report, but NTSA investigators said an analysis of the flight data recorder and witness reports have discounted that as a likely cause of the crack. At best there was a "firm landing" well within the stress limits of the L-1011, one source close to the investigation said.

At Eastern Airlines, spokesman Glenn Parsons said 12 of its 25 L-1011s were inspected with no indications of cracking and the rest will be inspected by Friday evening.

Khomeini, who has the final say on Iran's foreign policies, responded, "What has come upon you? Where are you going?"

The radio said he was referring to an unidentified group of lawmakers who submitted a letter to Iran's parliament, the Majlis. The letter was published without disclosing the letter's contents, but it apparently urged some sort of dialogue between Wash­ington and Tehran.

Khomeini said Reagan's remarks last week in contacts with Iran were full of contradictions, agitation and horror. He reiterated Iranian denials of Reagan's statement that former U.S. national security adviser Robert McFarlane talked with Iranian officials during a secret visit to Tehran.
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The International Foundation of Enrique North Plans is a nonprofit educational organization.
Everyone must share responsibility for club

Dear Editor:

As student leaders, we try to provide social activities that are enjoyable and promote unity within our respective classes. However, the classes cannot provide social functions every night for everybody, and therefore, the need for an undergraduate club was realized. Construction of Theodore's ground floor was slow, but finally Theodore's has emerged as an exciting permanent social alternative. The University provided Theodore's in response to the students' needs.

While many students have enjoyed the club's offerings in a responsible and yet entertaining manner, a few have not. This abuse of our club, in our student center, must stop. Everybody must be personally responsible for their own actions. Destruction of Theodore's will remove the only permanent social alternative on campus. If there are individuals among us that cannot use and maintain community property then they must be removed from the facility.

So if you see someone abusing our club, please remember that it is your club and act appropriately. Stop the vandalism or approach a manager about the problem. Help take care of Ted's!

This would allow students, especially those who have to drive in off-campus, to make better use of their time by scheduling their day-to-day activities to coincide with the times when student facilities are available to students.

On another note, a recent letter to the Observer struck a chord with me. I would then that on the day following the showing of a film in the engineering building, an instructor found the smell emanating from some empty beer containers. We are fortunate that the facility would be taken away if the problem continued. I can only imagine what the instructor was treated at the time by the facility.

Moral outrage should include our own nation

Dear Editor:

Kevin Smant stated recently in a letter to the editor that "anti-apartheid" have been negligent in their duty to expand the range of their concerns to include those persons living under the "most tyrannical system of governments in existence today" (he's referring to Nicaragua here, in case this fact escapes you). Well, it appears as if our friendly neighborhood zealots are not the only ones suffering from moral myopia these days. Since Mr. Smant obviously has no qualms about castigating those who mean well but is unwilling to extend his condemnation to his distaste. The tone of the facility was not put into making the right decisions of the University, I request that students praise letter on pathway to peace

Dear Editor:

I'd like to commend Pete Morgan for his refreshing and sensitive examination of the pathway to world peace in his guest column of Wednesday, Nov. 19 Pete spoke my mind for me in his column. He also gently accused me of myopia against a nation which, after having opened the "new frontier," mythologized the genocide of an indigenous people. And where is your moral indignation against an economic system that knowingly produces defective and dangerous products? The money from the showing of a film in the engineering building, an instructor found the smell emanating from some empty beer containers. The tone of the facility was not put into making the right decisions of the University, I request that students
Come out and see a sight unlike any sight you've seen before.

The one and only Crystal Light National Aerobics Team will be appearing at the HPC Aerobathon for the United Way in the Fieldhouse Gym of the ACC from Noon until 2:00.

Also appearing, from 10 am until noon, the Regular Guys and Bruce “Spock” Lohman in their aerobic tights, challenging the Hall Presidents to see who can make the most money.
Sports Briefs

Indiana's Alfords heads list of stars on pre-season All-America team

Associated Press
Steve Alford is the only member of the 1984 U.S. Olympic team still playing college bas-
ketball and he is the only return-
ing first-team All-
America from that team.

So, really it wasn't surprising when the senior guard from In-
diana was named to the Associated Press pre-
season All-America team.

Joining Alford on the team, chosen by the same nationwide
panel of sportswriters and broadcasters that selects the Na-

tional Basketball Coaches Association's top 50 players for the regular season, were

1. Steve Alford, Indiana, G
2. Alonzo Mourning, North Carolina, C/F
3. David Robinson, Navy, C
4. Alonzo Mourning, North Carolina, G
5. David Robinson, Navy, F

November 30th Indiana University Athletics director Jared Walke

The Observer

The Observer's weekly sports update includes the latest news and information on Indiana University's athletic teams. Find out about the latest games, scores, and highlights from the Hoosiers and the Hoosiers. Stay informed with The Observer's comprehensive coverage of Indiana University sports.
"Something Wild" is wildly unpredictable

Charley (Jeff Daniels) is a yuppie tax consultant who is caught running out on a check in a New York City diner by an odd free spirit named Lulu (Melanie Griffith). She offers to give him a ride back to work, but instead brings him on a wild weekend adventure that he will never forget. What happens is continually surprising and funny, but to divulge it here would destroy the fun of the movie. Leave it to say that things become kinky and violent; and that Charley and Lulu must run for their lives before the climax.

Jeff Daniels ("Terms of Endearment," "Purple Rose of Cairo") does a good job as a nerdy, nervous, but not entirely innocent man whose life has gone beyond his control. Melanie Griffith is flaky as the offbeat Lulu and Ray Liotta makes a stunning motion picture debut as the villain. His portrayal is chilling, insidious and horrifying.

The film obviously addresses itself to yuppies and other middle-of-the-road suburbanites, calling them to examine their lives, goals and values. It asks whether the safe road is necessarily the happiest. The events of the film are not intended to be a model of the alternative lifestyle—they are far too violent and bizarre for that—but a spark for Charley's, and the viewer's imagination, to unearth those gnawing dreams and desires that have been repressed under the need to succeed. For some, the film can be unsettling. It comes to no conclusions, but Charley does leave his job at the end, suggesting that we all need 'something wild' to wake us up.

Jonathan Demme's direction is controlled and assured. There are very few wrong shots. He tells his story with a crispness uncommon in most of today's muddy films. The witty and unpredictable script was written by recent New York University graduate E. Max Frye; this is his first step into Hollywood.

"Something Wild" should be the surprise hit of the fall. It's enjoyable and compelling in showing its offbeat vision.
Ballet: a world where...
white wall in the small room of South Bend’s Ballet
ny hang pictures of what the women call dreams. In
framed photo a dancer sails in the air with effortless
Look to Baryshnikov for inspiration,” says the instruc-
re women smile and continue to walk around loosening
selves up. “We’ll start with retrieve and promenade this
ry to look soft without tension.”
ewives, mothers, daughters, students and local
sswomen stand with their backs to the wall facing the
irror that follows the length of the room. Piano music
from the record player and the mirror begins its stub-
rique.

Photography by Paul E. Oeschger. Text by Mark Mellet.
some this might not seem such a big deal, but Springsteen has always been one of rock 'n' roll's consummate performers, combi-
ning an amazing repartee with the audience with an intensely personal gut-level approach. His four-hour marathons pretty much mean he leaves them wanting more. The music actually spans closer to thirteen years, but the live versions included here are only taken from as early as 1975. The excitement, comic, praise, and sales already generated by the set, at the age of one week, is in some respects an artifact. It's still a way that one of the most im-
portant records of this decade, and for that matter, as Casey Kasem might say, The Era Rock. Now's the latest in our already- in-progress... KR: So no matter what, in the whole wide world, when you're in love with a Jersey Girl...

KE: Basically because some-
body always has to do the mid-
night deal to fall in love in one in the first place.

KR: Wait, wait... don't you live in
Jersey, Walsh? Princeton, even.

KE: Yeah, I was sentenced to three to five years in Jersey a few years back. Bruce is one of the few decent things about Jer-
sey as I see it. This brings us to this album we're supposed to be reviewing. First question: am I a bit backs for an album a pretty brutal. What's Bruce's "in the middle at the end of the show"? Has he sold out?

KR: No, he hasn't. There's five decent records, including each other, and he definitely hasn't relinquished any of his previous suc-
cess to sell this album.

---

If you're in love with a Jersey Girl, she relies solely on his recent suc-
cess to sell this album. The album is pretty brutal. What's the question might be, 25 bucks for

---

The band seems a little sluggish. Bruce is one of the few decent things about Jersey, Walsh? Princeton, even.

KR: Yeah, I didn't start off the record with "Danielle In The Dark." He even reached back to
the first album for three tunes. "Growin' Up" was one of his five staples for years, until this recent
album tour. I loved to see it on this album. He even
tells a little story in the midst of it, about how his parents fol-

---

BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN & THE E STREET BAND
LIVE: 1975-1985

---

KR: Now on to some of the
REALLY good stuff. Side 4 is

---

The album starts on a
pretty quiet note, just Bruce and a piano playing "Thunder Road," and

---

KE: Next, I couldn't really figure out why he included "4th of July, Allbury Park (Sandy)." On this

---

KR: I wish more albums begin with a personal little note about the album in Springsteen's handwriting:

---

KR: The album starts on a
pretty quiet note, just Bruce and a piano playing "Thunder Road," and

---

(continued). I always pegged it as one of the best things on this album, but I guess it's "very Springsteen-esque" in its very Jersey-Shore-

---

In one of his wacko songs, he just

---

KR: The encore we do get,

---

KE: I guess everybody's going
to find something that isn't here.

---

KR: The album starts on a
pretty quiet note, just Bruce and a piano playing "Thunder Road," and

---

KE: Yeah, that album is as well. I thought "bad-
lands" walk's best of that lot.

---

KR: That's your answer, I guess.

---

KR: The album starts on a
pretty quiet note, just Bruce and a piano playing "Thunder Road," and

---

The album starts on a
pretty quiet note, just Bruce and a piano playing "Thunder Road," and

---

the introduction... "Johnny 99" continues in
this vein, while "Reason To
Believe" brings both versions of
this song. "This Land Is Your Land" is the best of this bunch.

---

KR: Next, I couldn't really figure out why he included "4th of July, Allbury Park (Sandy)." On this

---

KR: That's your answer, I guess.
Christianity:
A quiet existence behind the Curtain

MARK MELLETT
features writer

Sitting in his warm office in Elkhardt, Ind., Georji Vins vividly describes the cold life of the religious ministry in his homeland, the Soviet Union. He recounts children receiving religious instruction under the cover of the woods and the poor living conditions of the prison camp Yakutskii in Siberia. Though his account of the situation sounds hopeless, Vins finds hope in God.

In 1973, Vins was exiled to the United States after being exchanged with four other prisoners of conscience for two Soviet spies. Since that time he has established the International Organization Vins seeks to inform Christians in the West of the religious situation in the Soviet Union and to warn them of the danger of atheism. Very little has changed in the past seven years since you were exiled from the Soviet Union.

What are some of your observations about the religious situation in the Soviet Union since your return? Is there any change in the attitudes toward Christianity?

There is really no change, as far as we can observe, except that the authorities don’t pretend anymore that there are many prisoners, about one million, which we think is an underestimate. Most of them are men and there is a whole industry that is built upon the labor camps, for example the lumber industry. The work is 10 to 12 hours a day, and if you don’t meet your work quota per day then you are punished by receiving less food, which is terrible anyway.

When you get less of it and you are already sick it just completely undermines your health. The conditions are also horrible. It’s very cold. You are not warmly dressed. The footwear is not like heavy boots. Then there is great isolation as they keep you from your family. Your family is allowed to visit only once a year for two or three days. The food at the camps is terrible. Of course the family would like to supplement the prisoner’s diet but they are only allowed to send one food parcel a year and it cannot weigh more than 10 pounds.

The purpose is supposedly for rehabilitation. This includes reconnecting the prisoner. After work the prisoners attend lectures on Marxism and Leninism. So after working in the cold 10 to 12 hours, and returning home exhausted you are not allowed to rest. Instead, you go to an atheistic lecture for an hour or longer.

How is your organization furthering and supporting the Reform Baptist movement in the Soviet Union?

I was appointed to be the official representative of those 2000 churches. So the main goal is to represent the persecuted Christians in the Soviet Union before the world-wide community of Christians. My organization is their voice in the West. Then there is the area of the ministry that we call “defense” which means that all the research we get from the Soviet Union is brought to the attention of Christians

see RUSSIAN, page 2
continued from page 1

and through newspapers. We usually know when something is going on, especially terrible hardships are happening to Baptists in the Soviet Union. She was very interested in what is going on.

The Soviets were willing to pay any price in order to get those who were very well known in the West released half way through the term.
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University Park Mall on Grape and Cleveland Roads at 277-0541.
Forum Cinema on De Soto St. at 277-1522.
Town and Country on 2340 North Hickory Road at 259-0950.
Scottsdale Mall in the Scottsdale Mall at 291-4583.
Mayer Park on 2920 Mishawaka Avenue at 286-8488.
100 Center Cinema in the 100 Center at 259-0414.

For example, that freed Pastor Nikolai Bakurin after 24 years of imprisonment. Thanks to the involvement of Christians in the West I was released half way through the term.
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Kurtis Blow blew it

TIM ADAMS
features writer

Poor Kurtis Blow. In the time since his last album, America, was released, Run-D.M.C. off and made themselves what may be the best rap record ever, Raising Hell. Up until that time, Blow was reasonably able to maintain pace with most of the new crop of rap stars.

A debut album, tattered on their Ring of Rock album, because apparently they couldn't decide whether to be a rap group or a rock group. Thus Blow managed to create decent records which captured a sizable portion of the rap audience, without any tremendous effort on his part. Things have changed, though, and if today's rap connoisseurs have been keeping their ears functioning, they're going to realize that Kingdom Blow, the latest offering from the "Ring of Rap," is pretty damn boring.

Maybe your call could record the start of a new subgenre of street music: Yuprap. After all, it's got the slick yet "gritty" "Miami Vice" influenced sound, a guest rap by Bob Dylan (!) and a nice, tame attitude. Break out the coolers, dudes, we've got ourselves a party. Well, let them eat Blow; I'll take DM C any day.

Part of Blow's problem is that he clings too tightly to his admitted well-deserved reputation as one of rap's forefathers. That's why, in a song like "Kingdom Blow" where Blow takes potshots at all sip-and-come-rappers, he comes across more like a guy with a "sour grapes" attitude than somebody who is honestly proud of his past and current accomplishments. He further distances himself from rap's current movers and shakers in "I'm Chillin'" simply by using the word "chill" instead of the preferred, hipper tag "funk." Funny thing is, even though Blow refuses to modernize his vocabulary to keep on top of things, he maintains he's still number one. Yeah, right.

All is not bad with this album, though. Simplicity rewards itself in "Sunshine" and the good-timey instrumental, "Unity Party." And there's even a decent, silly, love song, "Reasons for Wanting You." Still, these bright moments do not overshadow the disappointing nature of the rest of the record.

On the whole, Kingdom Blow borders on the monotonous. I don't like it. While really irritat ing about the whole thing is that rap music has been enjoying its most successful year ever, with the chance-takers like the Beastie Boys and Run-D.M.C. being rewarded for their efforts, and all Kurtis Blow can contribute is this safe, half-hearted album. Like I said, poor Kurtis Blow.

B.A.D. is g.o.o.d.

BRIAN R. PETERS
features writer

In the beginning, there was The Clash. And The Clash was it. They spread their poison through the world, and the world grinned and asked for more.

Then Topper got hooked and was booted. And Mick Jones followed soon after because of his "ideology." You see, Joe Strummer thought he was The Clash, emperor of all Clashland. Mick just packed it and left. He was never the one to complain.

Well, as the story goes, Joe ran his tattered clothes, begging for any day. Kinda puzzlin'. This album is not like the first one at all. Kinda puzzlin'.

"Kingdom Blow" where Blow takes potshots at all sip-and-come-rappers, he comes across more like a guy with a "sour grapes" attitude than somebody who is honestly proud of his past and current accomplishments. He further distances himself from rap's current movers and shakers in "I'm Chillin'" simply by using the word "chill" instead of the preferred, hipper tag "funk." Funny thing is, even though Blow refuses to modernize his vocabulary to keep on top of things, he maintains he's still number one. Yeah, right.

All is not bad with this album, though. Simplicity rewards itself in "Sunshine" and the good-timey instrumental, "Unity Party." And there's even a decent, silly, love song, "Reasons for Wanting You." Still, these bright moments do not overshadow the disappointing nature of the rest of the record.

On the whole, Kingdom Blow borders on the monotonous. I don't like it. While really irritat ing about the whole thing is that rap music has been enjoying its most successful year ever, with the chance-takers like the Beastie Boys and Run-D.M.C. being rewarded for their efforts, and all Kurtis Blow can contribute is this safe, half-hearted album. Like I said, poor Kurtis Blow.

New from the Knights
Hi! I'm Mary Beth.

I have joined the styling team at The Knights' men's haircutting and hair care.

Come help me make my career a success
272-0312 / 272-8471
54533 Terrace Lane
(across from Martin's)

Just talkin'

JOE STRUMMER (The Clash): I'm 33 and I don't want to be Huey Lewis. It ain't rock 'n' roll anymore. It's just the latest thing.

DON GERMAN (producer): "R.E.M. was one of the most undecteable groups I've ever worked with. I feel myself thinking I know what a song was about, and when I talked Michael Stipe, he'd say, 'It's about hyperspace.'"
Here you are, 20 years old and still a good Catholic, faithful to the sacraments, doing your best to be a caring, loving church member, involved in projects that reach out to the poor neighborhoods. Do you ever wonder how committed to the Church you will be 10 years from now?

FATHER ROBERT GRIFFIN
Letters to a Lonely God

At Notre Dame, it's not hard to be nominally religious: Sunday Mass just means a walk down the hall, and if you have lapels of virtue, you don't have to wait for weeks before going to confession. But what about out there, in the real world? are you going to be a Catholic? In anything they believe now? Are you going to stand out like a sore thumb, a raised on? to do what comes naturally, out and awaiting the return of the cult of the false god of affluence, But what about out there, that reach out to the poor neighborhoods. Do you ever wonder the sacraments, doing your best

The flesh is like the fruit of paradise that caused Adam and Eve to fall. "Eat it, and you will be like gods." The destination was not in the fruit: God does not make bad apples. Our first mistake was to get off more than they could chew, ruined them—Grace isn’t a suit of armor or a coat of shellac; grace is strength in the soul that lights it from the inside like a Christmas star.

Maybe in these salad days, while your judgment is green, you don’t have to arm yourself with principles to be used defensively in spiritual warfare. You’ve heard me say that a thing of beauty is a joy forever, and the gray light outside is visible through the tear in the cheap paper curtain (as you can learn from TV monitors) you wake up with your mouth dry, your passion cooled, and truth staring you in the face: there’s no such thing as a free lunch, and cheap adventures are used to cover a multitude of sins.
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Senior Club cup
For $4

Bud, Bud Light Refills $ .75
**Former Tiger coach is indicted on tax evasion and fraud charges**

Associated Press

MEMPHIS, Tenn. - Dana Kirk, former Memphis State basketball coach, was indicted yesterday by a federal grand jury on charges of obstruction of justice, mail fraud, income tax evasion and filing false tax returns.

If convicted on all counts, Kirk, 51, could draw a maximum sentence of 62 years in prison and fines of $912,000, the U.S. attorney's office said.

Kirk, who turned Memphis State into a Top Twenty contender, also was named in the 11-count indictment with seeking payoffs to have his team play in tournaments.

Kirk, who surrendered to federal authorities shortly after the indictment was issued, was released on his own recognizance pending an appearance next Wednesday before U.S. Magistrate Aaron Brown.

Kirk refused comment on the charges.

The coach was fired from Memphis State in September after seven seasons. Memphis State President Thomas Carpenter has refused to outline his reasons for firing Kirk except to say it was in the best interest of the university.

Kirk was indicted by a grand jury that for the past 13 years has been investigating allegations of point-shaving on Memphis State basketball games.

Chairman simply said the charges against Kirk were not related to gambling.

Ewing also said that rumors of point-shaving on Memphis State basketball games were unfounded.

"Based on what we have determined, there is no evidence of any point-shaving or any game-fixing at Memphis State University," Ewing said after the indictment was returned.

Kirk was charged in the indictment with soliciting a $2,000 payoff to have Memphis State participates in a basketball tournament at New Orleans in 1982 and a $10,000 payoff to send the Tigers to a tournament at Los Angeles in 1983.

The negotiations for Memphis State's participation in the 1982 Sugar Bowl tournament were terminated due to Kirk's demands for a personal payment," the indictment said.

The indictment said Kirk was paid $10,000 for pregame telephone interviews with the media covering the Los Angeles tournament. The money was paid by tournament organizers and was required for Memphis State's participation in the games, the charges said.

Officials at Memphis State were not told about the pay- ment, and by receiving the money, Kirk defrauded the university of the loyal and honest services required by his contract with the school, Ewing said.

The indictment also accused Kirk of trying to influence the grand jury testimony of Memphis businesswoman Ira Lichterman, who was expected to testify about basketball tickets allegedly sold by the former coach.

The NCAA later sanctioned the Tigers for fielding ineligible players in the 1985 and 1986 tournaments, told Memphis State to return almost $1 million gained from those games and put the school on two years probation.

**ND swimmers to face Ferris State**

By KELLY TOWNSEND
Sports Writer

Tomorrow the Notre Dame men's swim team will compete against Ferris State in Big Rapids, Michigan. With twenty-five returnees and ten freshmen, the team has both the experience and depth to give Ferris State a swim for their money.

"We lost to them two years ago," says Coach Tim Welsh. "But we've got team depth and that will tell the story. Our prime objective is to win. We're very optimistic about our ability to win, but we do expect a contest."

The advantages of team depth can easily be seen when one examines the new point system. Previously in the individual events, only the first three finishers were awarded points and in the relays only the winning team received points. This year, however, the first five finishers in individual races will receive points, while the first three relay teams will get points in a large meet.

"We're strong in both the 400 and 800 meter relays," says Welsh. "We need to win at least one of the relays in order to win the meet."

Along with strong relay teams, the Irish are looking to put in a strong showing in the stroke events, breast-, back-, and butterfly- strokes.

However, the Irish could be hindered by Ferris' home pool advantage. Yes, there is a home pool advantage and while it won't have much affect on the swimming portion of the meet, it could cause some difficulty for the diving team.

"The spring boards will make a difference," says Welsh. "This is our first away meet and the divers aren't used to any boards but ours."

Despite a loss to Denison and a second place finish in the Notre Dame Relays earlier this year, Welsh is very confident in the team's abilities.

"Things are looking good, the team is high spirited, and we have both good individual ability and depth," he says. "Our times right now are 4-5 weeks ahead of where we were last year."

"One mistake that we've made, however, is being too gentle. We're ahead and we have a tendency to ease up. We need to score as soon as possible and put the meet away."

---

**THE FUTURE BEGINS NOW:**

Engineering Seniors
Do Not Overlook Graduate School in Engineering

WHY? Advanced Degree People Are Needed
Better Job Opportunities
No Cost To You
Faster Promotion
Better Salaries

WHAT TO DO:

- sign up and take the GRE
- survey universities you may be interested in attending
- apply by the end of January

---

**Shelter for the Homeless**
Training for Volunteers

Sunday, Nov. 23 7-9 pm
Fatima Retreat Center

**MEN'S N.I.T. BASKETBALL**

**VS.**

**WESTERN KENTUCKY**

**TONIGHT**

FRIDAY, NOV. 21
7:30 PM
IN THE A.C.C.

**STUDENT TICKETS: $5**
Volleyball team winds up big year against Northern Ill. and Purdue

By BRIAN O'GARA
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame volleyball team finished its best season ever with a 4-3-0 match against Northern Illinois this afternoon in the ACC Pit and a road finale at Purdue tomorrow evening in a 7:06 p.m. contest.

The Irish defeated Eastern Michigan 15-9, 15-10, 11-15, 15-8 on Wednesday evening to bring their season record to 32-6 and notch their 16th consecutive victory. One down, two to go before the Irish end their season and wait for a call from the NCAA tournament selection committee. A tournament bid would be the first ever for Notre Dame volleyball.

The Irish came out strong against Eastern Michigan to take the first two games of the evening. With Irish Coach Art Lambert out of town on family business, Assistant Coach Patty Hagemeyer was at the helm in the Irish victory. "The first two games we played consistently. We served very well and they didn't have a chance to get into their game," said Hagemeyer.

The Irish came back, however, to take advantage of a lack of concentration by the Irish and take the third game, 15-11. Notre Dame rallied in the fourth game to put the Irish away with a decisive 15-8 win.

"(It was) easier than the scores indicate," added Hagemeyer, who noted her team's strong defensive performance. The Irish recorded an impressive 24 block assists and three solo blocks to stifle the Eastern Michigan offensive attack.

Notre Dame also played a solid offensive match, led by sophomores Mary Kay Waller and Maureen Shea. Waller, ranked ninth in the nation for kill percentage, recorded 17 kills and Shea added 11 kills.

Today the Irish face another challenge with their match against Northern Illinois in the ACC Pit. This will be the last home match of the season for the Irish, who defeated Northern Illinois in October, 5-1, 15-6, 15-9.

The Irish face another challenge with their match against Northern Illinois in the ACC Pit. This will be the last home match of the season for the Irish, who defeated Northern Illinois in October, 5-1, 15-6, 15-9.

"This is a very big match," said Hagemeyer. "They have had an up-and-down season. They lost their best player to a knee injury and they've had to shuffle their team around. But they took Illinois (1st in the Big Ten) to five games and they can play when they want to play. They will not take us easily." SportVision of Chicago will televise the Notre Dame-Northern Illinois match on Saturday at 1 p.m. The ND-Purdue contest will also be broadcast by SportVision on Monday, November 31, at 8 p.m.
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In the Hoosier Classic here at Notre Dame, Purdue rolled over the Irish in three consecutive games to win the tournament. But there is a great deal of hope for the much-improved Irish.

"It (the win) was easier than we thought," said Hagemeyer. "They have a lot of experience and they're not as good as anyone in the country. We proved that we are a good football team and, as far as I'm concerned, the bowl game issue is dead.

"I think we have a top 20 football team. I've felt for the last four weeks we've been as good as anybody in the country. We are a good football team and there are going to be a lot of football teams in bowl games worse than we are, but it doesn't matter."

"Are we down right now?" Holtz asked. "You're dog-gone right we're down. It's really been difficult because I felt we could beat Penn State, even if they played really well. We had some key mistakes hurt us. It's like having a little brush fire and pouring gasoline on it, hoping to put it out."
Women’s swimmers to test depth against tough Northern Michigan

By THERESA KELLY  
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame women’s swim team will travel with the men’s team to Ferris State this weekend, but the Irish women will take on Northern Michigan.

Saturday’s competition will be the first dual meet between the schools, and Coach Tim Welsh says he is hoping his team will be ready for some top-notch competition.

“Northern Michigan will be extraordinarily difficult to beat,” says Welsh. “The meet will definitely be our strongest challenge before Christmas.”

At last year’s Midwestern Independents Swimming and Diving Championships, Northern Michigan placed second, beating the third place Notre Dame team by a wide margin, 542-404.

Although a few very strong individual swimmers can be the key to success in large meets, team depth will be the important factor in this dual meet.

“Our fastest three or four swimmers are probably equal to theirs,” says Welsh of his opponent. “Winning the meet will come down to our depth versus their depth.”

Northern Michigan changed head coaches after last season, and Welsh says it is difficult to determine how the team will have changed under new direction. One apparent change in the Irish competition is in the distance freestyle races. Northern Michigan did not enter distance freestyle swimmers in last year’s Midwestern Independents Championship, but in a recent meet against Michigan State, the team’s strongest events were the distance freestyle.

Northern Michigan is very strong in both short freestyle and the diving events. The team’s top diver has already qualified for the regional competition in February.

“Our training has gone really well. We have had excellent results in the pool recently.” A strong team effort is the key to proving the Irish depth and beating the strong Northern Michigan swimmers on Saturday.

Allen’s TD run gives Raiders win

Associated Press

SAN DIEGO - Marcus Allen ran 28 yards for a touchdown 8:33 into overtime last night to rally the Los Angeles Raiders to a 37-31 NFL victory over the San Diego Chargers.

The Raiders, winning for the eighth time in nine games since an 0-3 start, drove 56 yards in five plays on their second possession of the overtime period. A key play in the drive was a 28-yard pass completion from Jim Plunkett to Todd Christensen that moved the ball to the San Diego 38. Allen ran for 10 yards to the 28 and, after an incompletion, Allen scooted around right end, broke a couple of tackles and carried two Chargers into the end zone for the winning score.

The Raiders, stung by San Diego’s second-half rally from a 21-point deficit, had a chance to win the game with seven seconds to play in regulation. But Chris Bahr’s 35-yard field goal attempt was blocked by rookie lineman Jeff Walker, who had blocked two kicks already this season.

Although the kick was attempted on second down and the Raiders recovered the ball, officials didn’t allow Bahr a second attempt because time had expired.

Reserve quarterback Mark Herrmann guided the Chargers 66 yards in eight plays for the tying score.
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**SAB presents:**

**ROCKY IV**

Friday, Nov. 21
7:9, 11 pm
$1.50
EG auditorium

Absolutely no food or drink allowed.
Irish look to bounce back against eighth-ranked Tigers

By MARTY STRASEN
Sports Writer

Bad memories die hard. For Lou Holtz and the Notre Dame football team, preparing for Louisiana State after a defeat at the hands of Penn State last weekend, had to bring back some unpleasant memories from earlier in the season. After playing well in dropping a thriller against Michigan in the season opener, the Irish came out flat against Michigan State and promptly made their record 0-3 with a 20-13 loss.

If the luck is going to change and the unpleasant memories die for Notre Dame in tomorrow night's game (kickoff 7:45 EST, ESPN and WNDU), a sub-par performance had better not happen again.

"The worst thing that can happen to you at a time like this is to sit in and start feeling sorry for yourself," said Holtz. "You sort of digress. I can't tell you how our football team will respond after last week, but I have to say they may bounce back and play well. This (the 24-19 loss to Penn State) is the most difficult thing they played to bounce back from." "Once you win some close ones, you get in the habit of winning. Sometimes you learn more from losing, a good job of getting the ball to them. LSU has some fine running backs and virtually their entire offensive line from last year.

"We felt Williams was maybe the very best (prep) running back in the country and let's just play, because every year you fool around with a time bomb. We don't know if the three-point play is going to be a positive or a negative until we complete the season and that's no way to go into a season; the same way they did with the intentional foul or the sat the ball back did with the jump ball situation, including the five-second call. In the old rules, if you had a five-second call, the ball was awarded to the defense because it was a jump ball. Well the high schools were ahead of us because the rules committee didn't think that out. But that's what I don't understand. They allowed it. I'll never forget the year they made the rule that because of the arrow situation on the jump ball, you alternate possession. Well in high schools that year they awarded the ball to the defense. It's like a bad pass or a three-second call. So on the tie-up, when a guy dribbles or holds the ball for five seconds, in high school that year the rule was in they awarded the ball to the defense. But in college it went wherever the arrow was pointing. You could dribble for five seconds, get called for the jump ball and if the arrow was pointing your way, it's your possession. You got the ball back.

We said that was wrong so they changed it the following year but you see there was a high school rule that was right and a college rule that was wrong. It had to be changed a year later. We are the rules committee that it was wrong and of last year's nine returning starters on defense. They have given up as many as 21 points on only two occasions, held an explosive Crimson Tide offense to one point, and are coming off a shutout last week against Mississippi State.

Steve Beuerlein tries to avoid Bob White in last week's Penn State game as Byron Spruell (73) looks on. The Irish will try to avoid a letdown, put together another strong performance against LSU tomorrow. Marty Strasen has the preview of the battle in the Bayou.

On the other hand, Notre Dame probably has never been as good as we in Division I and they ranked 15th in the nation in passing efficiency. And there is no lack of a supporting cast, either. Wendell Davis is in the nation in receiving, with 68 receptions for 1,596 yards and seven touchdowns. A young backfield is anchored by freshman tailback Harvey Williams (148 carries, 596 yards, 5 TDs), along with junior tailback Sam Williams (95 carries, 497 yards, 7 TDs). Senior Garland Jean Batiste will also carry the ball from the running back slot. "Hudson is throwing the ball very, very well," Holtz said. "Wendell Davis is an outstanding receiver and Hudson does a good job of getting the ball to him. LSU has some fine running backs and virtually their entire offensive line from last year. So if the arrow was pointing, so you want the defense to get a time out in high school to take a three-point play. LSU has some fine running backs and virtually their entire offensive line from last year. So if you want in high school, if you want in Division I, they want it in Division III, allow it to happen. Because they did allow the five-second count jump ball situation to be two different plays for it?

They don't make too many mistakes or turn the ball over. Defensively, however, the Tigers have a pair of young quarterbacks in red-shirt freshman Tom Hudson and emerging sophomore Mickey Guidry, who have shared time and thrown their school past Alabama (14-20) and Mississippi State (47-4) in consecutive weeks, bringing LSU's season mark to 7-2 and earning them eighth spot in the last AP college poll. Hudson ranks 15th in the nation in passing efficiency.

Q: With the rule changes there seems to be every year, this year's it's the three-point shot, are they fiddling with the game too much? Tom Hoopes
A: Yeah, I agree with you. I think they should just leave the three-point play alone. Let's settle down and win some games. L et's settle down and let's just play, because every year you fool around with a time bomb. We don't know if the three-point play is going to be a positive or a negative until we complete the season and that's no way to go into a season; the same way they did with the intentional foul or the sat the ball back did with the jump ball situation, including the five-second call. In the old rules, if you had a five-second call, the ball was awarded to the defense because it was a jump ball. Well the high schools were ahead of us because the rules committee didn't think that out. But that's what I don't understand. They allowed it. I'll never forget the year they made the rule that because of the arrow situation on the jump ball, you alternate possession. Well in high schools that year they awarded the ball to the defense. It's like a bad pass or a three-second call. So on the tie-up, when a guy dribbles or holds the ball for five seconds, in high school that year the rule was in they awarded the ball to the defense. But in college it went wherever the arrow was pointing. You could dribble for five seconds, get called for the jump ball and if the arrow was pointing your way, it's your possession. You got the ball back.

We said that was wrong so they changed it the following year but you see there was a high school rule that was right and a college rule that was wrong. It had to be changed a year later. What we were arguing was we in Division I didn't want a three-point play. If they want in high school, if you get in Division II, they want it in Division III, allow it to happen. Because they did allow the five-second count jump ball situation to be two different plays for it? If you want in high school, if you get in Division II, they want it in Division III, allow it to happen. Because they did allow the five-second count jump ball situation to be two different plays for it? If you want in high school, if you get in Division II, they want it in Division III, allow it to happen. Because they did allow the five-second count jump ball situation to be two different plays for it?

Q: With Proposition 48 and the early recruiting period, it's got to be much tougher to recruit because you're not as sure about grades.

A: Yeah, that's what we're going through right now with a couple of kids. We're waiting on grades which means we may have to wait until the spring to see how they test. So we're trying to protect ourselves. See, we have 10 pretty good people coming back next year if you take Voece and Paddock at the five Connor and Robinson at four, Stevenson and Tony Jackson at three Joe Fredricks and Jamere Jackson at two, and Rivers and Smith at one. The player we're looking for is a point guard. If we get a point guard, we're happy because that's really all we need. I think next year there are some better front line players out there so if we lose Royal and优质的, I'm not interested in getting back.

Q: A guy like Sean Connor takes his jump shot and his feet are almost on the line.
A: That's all right. I don't want him thinking about the line. I want him playing with consistency.

Q: With Proposition 48 and the early recruiting period, it's got to be much tougher to recruit because you're not as sure about grades.

A: Yeah, that's what we're going through right now with a couple of kids. We're waiting on grades which means we may have to wait until the spring to see how they test. So we're trying to protect ourselves. See, we have 10 pretty good people coming back next year if you take Voece and Paddock at the five Connor and Robinson at four, Stevenson and Tony Jackson at three Joe Fredricks and Jamere Jackson at two, and Rivers and Smith at one. The player we're looking for is a point guard. If we get a point guard, we're happy because that's really all we need. I think next year there are some better front line players out there so if we lose Royal and优质, I'm not interested in getting back.